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Abstract: The IBM Support Tools portlet for IBM Web Content Manager (WCM) is one of the 
most widely used applications to troubleshoot issues related to Java Content Repository nodes. 
The tool does not ship with the WCM product, however, and lacks detailed documentation for 
users. This white paper explains how to install, set up, and use the Support Tools portlet.
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1 Introduction
IBM® Web Content ManagerTM (WCM) items are stored in the JavaTM Content Repository (JCR) 
repository against a complex schema of interrelated tables. Each item is represented as a node, 
which is modeled through a graph of information stored across multiple tables. 

For this reason, deleting a node is not as simple as removing one row from a table in the 
database. The interrelated connections among all the tables must be handled; in many cases, 
the level of logic required is not encoded in any singular SQL command that can be sent to the 
database. 
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The IBM JCR/WCM Support team has developed a tool called IBM Support Tools portlet for 
WCM that enables administrators to browse through those nodes and perform various 
operations directly on the JCR repository through the tool's user interface.

This portlet includes tools to view the JCR repository for WCM content, run an XPath query and 
view results, and directly execute various support JavaServer Pages (JSPs). These tools are 
commonly provided by Support on a case-by-case basis to gather information specific to 
customers' environment and content. Installing this portlet on the WCM system helps expedite 
the troubleshooting process. 

This white paper explains how to use the WCM Support Tools portlet with IBM WebSphere® 
Portal 7. The functions within the portlet vary among WebSphere Portal releases (for example, 
"Generate WCM Search URL" is only visible in v7, and the JCR text search utilities are only 
visible on v6.1), so the v6.1-specific utilities in the WCM Support portlet have been marked as 
such in this document.

2 Download and install WCM Support portlet
The portlet is available for download from the IBM Lotus and WebSphere Portal Business 
Solutions Catalog for v6.0.1.X, v6.1.X and v7.0 of WebSphere Portal, and can be used only on 
Portal servers on which WCM is installed.

The WCM Support portlet is installed just like any other portlet:

1. Log into WebSphere Portal and navigate to the Administration portlet.
2. Under “Portlet Management” select Web Modules.
3. Click Install, and browse to the location of the WCM Support Tool portlet .war file.
4. Click Finish.

Now that the .war file is installed, you can create a new page and add the WCM Support portlet:

1. While in the Administration Portlet, click Manage Pages under “Portal User Interface”.
2. Click Content Root, click Web Content, and then “New Page”.
3. Add a title to the page and click Finish.

The new page should be listed in the Administration portlet:

1. Click the Edit Page Layout button for the WCM Support portlet page.
2. Click Add Portlet, and search for the WCM Support portlet.
3. Click OK and click Done.

The WCM Support portlet is now installed.

3 WCM Support portlet capabilities 
The WCM Support portlet provides an assortment of tools that are useful in troubleshooting 
content-related issues. When you open the portlet, you see links to various support tools in the 
body. In the footer, you will find the time stamp of when the portlet is accessed, the version of 
WCM for which portlet is installed, and the build version of the portlet (see figure 1).
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Figure 1. WCM Support portlet landing page

Before further browsing a node, you must select a workspace as shown in figure 2; the default is 
ROOTWORKSPACE, where WCM libraries are stored (more details on this are provided in 
Section 3.5, List  Workspaces, below.)

Figure 2. WCM Support portlet landing page

The content repository is divided into the following hierarchy: 

• Repository: Container for workspaces 
• Workspace: Container for nodes 
• Node: Container for properties 
• Property: Attribute of a node 

Within the JCR specification, the concept of a workspace is defined to be a container for a 
collection of nodes. All work in the repository is done by way of a workspace. When a user logs 
into the repository, he is given a "ticket", through which he requests a workspace. It is through 
the workspace that all interaction with the nodes, or content, is performed.
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All modifications to nodes within a workspace is transient until a Save operation. The workspace 
Save operation persists all changes made to the nodes within the workspace to permanent 
storage, the database.

3.1 Browse Nodes
The most useful tool is "Browse Nodes", which shows the internal structure (JCR) of WCM. You 
can search the node (WCM item) by UUID, which can resolve many permission issues since 
most of the WCM exception only contains UUID.

• The WCM Support portlet can be used in two ways to browse a node: You can either 
enter the UUID/IID of an object, if known, or you can browse through the JCR hierarchy 
to find an item.

• You can achieve browsing by using links, located on the right-hand side of the portlet.

WCM library items are stored under “contentRoot” by default. If you have configured a Web 
content staging environment, you can browse by clicking “.content-staging”. The “filestore” has 
information about themes, skins, CSS, etc. (see figure 3). We will discuss all items under 
contentRoot.

Figure 3. Browse Nodes landing page

Within the JCR repository, the nodes are stored in a hierarchy that can be browsed (see figure 
4).
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Figure 4. Node hierarchy

Clicking “Browse Nodes” and then selecting contentRoot displays a new window (figure 5) that 
includes a list of all libraries on the right-hand side. The information on the portlet displays 
properties about the contentRoot node of the JCR.
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Figure 5. List of WCM libraries under contentRoot

When you select a library, you have a list of different item types on the right-hand side, just as 
you see inside the Authoring portlet (see figure 6). Each library is given a unique index; for 
example, Web Content library is given index 4, written as icm:libraries[4].
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Figure 6. Item types under contentRoot inside a library

It is exactly mapped to the Authoring portlet view (see figure 7).

Figure 7. Item types inside Authoring portlet
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You can browse through different types of items and find relevant information like Name, Type, 
Creation Date, UUID and many more. While browsing through the links, a bread crumb trail of 
the current path is listed in the portlet (see figure 8).

Figure 8. Current path of a node

The bread crumb trail (for content items) corresponds to the path of the item in WCM.

Node Locks. This displays the locked node. You should be able to unlock it when the unlock 
access code is entered. A user name displays in this section next to the item that is locked, in 
this case, wpsadmin (see figure 9).

Figure 9. Node Locks 

Node Information. Node information has three elements (see figure 10):

• Count children:  Displays the total number of children that particular node has. 
• Get IID:  Displays the IID (Item ID) of the item.
• Get References:  Provides a list of all references to the library.

Figure 10. Node Information 

Node Actions. This section has additional buttons (see figure 11) when access codes are 
enabled (more on this in Section 4 below).
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Figure 11. Node Actions

Search by UUID or IID. You can search for a node using UUID (normally in logs) or IID (see 
figure 12):

• UUID is the external reference
• IID is internal reference
• The JCR database tables are linked by IID values
• IID-to-UUID mapping is in the ICMSTJCRWSNODES table

Figure 12. Lookup up by UUID/IID

After you click the Lookup button, the details of the item are displayed (see figure 13); in this 
case, “Presentation Templates” is returned from the above UUID search, and the full path is 
seen in the bread crumb trail.
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Figure 13. UUID search results

3.2 Run Xpath Query
JCR uses XPath to search the node hierarchy. XPath is translated to SQL for the specific 
database. "Run XPath Query" returns the result from JCR by using XPath without WCM 
manipulation, which can help to isolate a problem (JCR or WCM), as shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14. Run XPath Query

The result of XPath Query search is shown in figure 15, including information on how long it 
took to run the query, which is useful in determining SQL-related performance issues.

Figure 15. XPath Query result

3.3 Generate WCM Search URL
This option helps you generate a WCM Seed List URL to be used within a content source (see 
figure 16. You can select a type of site for your environment from the four button options, Stand-
alone, Cluster, Virtual Portal, or Virtual Portal With Unique URL. 
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Figure 16. WCM Seed List Generator

You can select a single library, or add multiple libraries, and select a SiteArea to generate the 
URL (see figure 17).

Figure 17. Selecting libraries and SiteArea in Seed List Generator

The result is displayed as shown in figure 18.

Figure 18. Generated Seed List URL

For further details, refer to the WebSphere Portal Family wiki article, “Using the Generate WCM 
Search URL portlet in WCM Support Tools.”
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3.4 List types
WCM has defined several JCR nodetypes to represent its data structure (see figure 19). Each 
nodetype defines the properties and child nodes required for the WCM data object it represents, 
for example:

• Content Item: ibmcontentwcm:webContent 
• Site Area: ibmcontentwcm:siteArea 

Figure 19. Node types

When you click on any of the links in figure 19, you see child types and properties of a node 
(see figure 20).
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Figure 20. Child types and properties of node

3.5 List workspaces
The workspace is the heart of the WCM Support portlet and is basically an interface to WCM 
that is associated with a user, in which items are created, saved, deleted, and searched for:

• Divisions within the repository:
◦ Stable workspaces: Data is copied
◦ Dynamic workspaces: Data is calculated
◦ Default: ROOTWORKSPACE

• Standard workspaces:
◦ ROOTWORKSPACE (All libraries)
◦ jcr:versioning (All versions)
◦ Dynamic workspaces (WCM Drafts, Personalization work)
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Figure 21 shows the different types of workspaces.

Figure 21. Types of workspaces

Every workspace in the repository is identified by a unique name. Usage of named workspaces 
by the various applications varies, depending on the exact WebSphere Portal release; for v7.0, 
the following workspace instance-to-application usage exists:

• WCM => ROOTWORKSPACE
• PZN   =>   RULESWORKSPACE 
• PZN   => EVENTWORKSPACE
• Versions  => jcr:versioning

RULEWORKSPACE. Browse through personalization items when this workspace is selected.

Figure 22. Browsing nodes under RULEWORKSPACE
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Note that we do not cover details of RULEWORKSPACE and EVENTWORKSPACE in this 
document.

jcr:versioning. You can configure your system to either automatically save a version of an item 
each time it is published, or allow users to select when to save a version of an item. You can 
also restore items individually, or choose to restore a set of items within a library that either have 
the same label or were versioned at, or before, a specified date and time. 

Then you should be able to find them inside jcr:versioning workspace as shown in figure 23. 
This list shows the UUID of the version container.

Figure 23. Browsing nodes under jcr:versioning workspace

If you follow a link on right-hand side, you will reach an actual versioned item in the repository 
(see figure 24).
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Figure 24. Versioned nodes

For example, figure 25 shows the third version of a site area named “My second Content by 
Admin”.
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Figure 25. A version of a SiteArea node

3.6 List namespace prefixes
A useful but often overlooked feature of the Repository model is its support for namespaces. 
Namespaces prevent naming collisions among items and node types that come from different 
sources and application domains. They are defined with a prefix, delimited by a single “:” (colon) 
character (see figure 26).
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Figure 26. Namespace prefixes

3.7 Launch Utility JSPs
"Launch Utility JSP's" has seven useful tools in the current WCM Support portlet (see figure 27).
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Figure 27. Utility JSPs

These JSPs are divided into two types, JCR and WCM, each of which are explained as follows:

Display type. This is similar to the List Type seen above. You can display a type and 
corresponding properties, as shown in figure 28.
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Figure 28. Node types and properties 

Execute Database SQL. You can run SQL queries directly (see figure 29), and the result will 
display the table along with time it takes to complete (see figure 30). This helps in 
troubleshooting performance-related issues and validates the accuracy of the SQL and 
corresponding results.
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Figure 29. Execute database SQL
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Figure 30. SQL execution results

Validate database nodes. You can validate a database node for a given IID, to confirm whether 
the node is valid or corrupt. It can display information of various JCR database tables like links, 
locks etc. 

Common tables in JCR database:
• ICMSTJCRWSNODES: All nodes in the repository, by UUID and IID
• ICMSTJCRLINKS: Parent--child relationships between nodes; used to build the path of the 

node.
• ICMSTJCRNODELOCKS: Track all locks in the database:

◦ External: Locked by a specific user
◦ Internal: Locked by a workspace or a running process

• ICMSTJCRNODETYPES: All node types in the repository.
• ICMSTJCRPROPDEFS, ICMSTJCRGLBLPROPS: All property definitions.
• ICMSTJCRNSPREFIXES: Namespace prefixes.
• ICMSTJCRWS: Workspaces in the repository.
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Data tables in JCR database:
• The data contents are stored in the ICMUT* tables; for example:

◦ Table: ICMUT01097001
◦ Column: ATTR0000001097

• Single-value properties for a node are stored in a single row in the ICMUT* table:

◦ Table name is defined by the NODETYPECOMPTYPEID column in the 
ICMSTJCRNODETYPES table.

• The multi-value properties are stored in a separate ICMUT* table:

◦ Table name is defined by the MULTIVALCOMPTYPEID column in the 
ICMSTJCRPROPDEFS table

• Column name is defined by the ATTRIBUTEID column in the ICMSTJCRPROPDEFS table.

You enter the IID of an item to validate the database (see figure 31).

Figure 31. Validate database node

It displays information about the database---userid, schema, etc.---in the first section (see figure 
32).
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Figure 32. Database information

Results are displayed in six parts based on the different types of tables, as shown in figure 33.

Figure 33. Validate database results

Clear Caches. "Clear Caches" (see figure 34) clears the following WCM Dynacache:

"services/cache/iwk/strategy", "services/cache/iwk/global", "services/cache/iwk/module", 
"services/cache/iwk/processing", "services/cache/iwk/site", "services/cache/iwk/session", 
"services/cache/iwk/summary", "services/cache/iwk/abspathreverse", 
"services/cache/iwk/menu", "services/cache/iwk/nav", "services/cache/iwk/abspath"
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Figure 34. Clear Caches

Display EventLog. "Display EventLog" exports the event log (database table that traces WCM 
items for syndication), as shown in figure 25.

Figure 35. Export EventLog

The output is stored in a html file and saved in /wp_profile/temp/<node>/WebSphere_Portal 
directory (see figure 36).
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Figure 36. EventLog exported to a file

Display Thread Stacks. "Display Thread Stacks" displays the JVM stack traces and information 
(see figure 37). You can display a specific thread by searching through the thread ID, if you 
know it already, or you can display all threads by selecting state.
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Figure 37. Display Thread Stack

If you search for a WAITING thread, for example, you see the thread information in figure 38.
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Figure 38. WAITING thread stack 

Count Items. This utility counts the total number of WCM content items in a library (see figure 
39). You can see different item types and corresponding counts.
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Figure 39. Count Items

If you select a library and click the Count Items button, you will see counts of all items except 
Custom Workflow, as shown in figure 40.
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Figure 40. Item counts for a library

Display Node (WebSphere Portal 6.1 only). You can search a node with different options like 
UUID, path, or query, and can display its children, properties, locks, access control, and 
references (see figure 41).
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Figure 41. Display node

Clear Persistence Service Table (Portal 6.1 only). You can clear the persistence service table 
with this option, which drops all indexes available on persistence tables (see figure 42). This is 
equivalent to the ConfigEngine task “remove-wcm-persistence-tables”.

Figure 42. Clear Persistence Service Table
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4 Launch Text Search Utilities
You can launch JCR text search utilities inside the WCM Support portlet (WebSphere Portal 
6.1 only).

Figure 43. Launch Text Search Utilities

Run text search query. You can search text within the WCM Support portlet to determine 
whether you have same results as that of Authoring portlet search. For example, if you search 
for the text “content”, you get results as seen in figure 44.
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Figure 44. Text Search Analyzer

TextSearch Index Status. This gives you the status of the search index, last run, and index 
directory (see figure 45).
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Figure 45. TextSearch Index Status

Reindex a node. You can browse a node and reindex it (see figure 46).

Figure 46. Reindex a node

When the reindex has completed successfully, you will receive message such as that shown in 
figure 47.
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Figure 47: Reindex completion status

Search Index Reorg Check. You can find the number of documents deleted from an index (see 
figure 48).

Figure 48. Search Index Reorg Check

This is further explained in the wiki article, “Java content repository TextSearch Support tools for 
IBM WebSphere Portal: Overview and usage.”

5 Enable access code
There may be times when you need to use the WCM Support portlet to repair a broken state of 
the WCM database, in which case, WCM Support Engineers may give you an access code in 
order to unlock update features within the Support Tools portlet.

These access codes are temporary and should be used only to repair the database problems as 
directed by the Support Engineer. Any other updates to the database should be done through 
either WebSphere Portal administration or WCM Authoring.

Once you receive the access code, for example, for write_all, and enable it, you will see a 
message like “Write Access Enabled: write_all” if the code is valid and accepted (see figure 49). 
Support will then provide more information on the specific task.
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Figure 49. Write Access code for ALL

6 Conclusion
Every new version of the WCM Support portlet comes with new features and options, so you 
should keep your portlet updated with the latest version to get the newer and additional 
capabilities. The latest build (1.4) has been enhanced with the following functions, as we have 
seen in this article:

• Updated URL generation for WCM Seed List (v7.0 only)
• Utility JSP to count WCM items
• Removal of access-code requirement for the following utility JSP's:

◦ Execute Database SQL
◦ Validate database nodes

NOTE: 
• When you log out from WebSphere Portal, your access codes are no longer valid; you must 

enter the code again when you log in again.

• Access codes are valid for a few days, expiring within a week, so you need to request the 
access code again, if required.

• You must have databases backed up before doing any update task on the JCR.

• Avoid doing any update task (edit, delete, etc.) unless IBM Support suggests you do so.

• The WCM Support portlet should be kept on an Administrator page, with restricted access.
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7 Resources
developerWorks Web Content Manager page: 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/lotus/products/webcontentmanager/

developerWorks article, “Introducing the Java Content Repository API:”
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-jcr/

IBM Web Content Manager forum:
http://www-10.lotus.com/ldd/wcmforum.nsf
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